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SUMMARY 
F-SF SHARK NOSE DEVELOPMENT 
by O.R. EDWARDS 
NORTHROP CORPORATION, AIRCRAFT GROUP 
HAWTHORNE, CALIFORNIA 
During s p i n  s u s c e p t i b i l i t y  t e s t i n g  of  t h e  Northrop F-5F 
a i r p l a n e ,  two erect s p i n  e n t r i e s  were ob ta ined  from p u r e l y  
lor .gi tudina1 c o n t r o l  i n p u t s  a t  low speed. P o s t  f l i g h t  a n a l y s i s  
of t h e  d a t a  showed t h a t  t h e  i n i t i a l  yaw d e p a r t u r e  occurred  a t  
zero s i d e s l i p  and review of wind tunne l  d a t a  showed s i g n i f i c a n t  
yawing moments p r e s e n t  a t  a n g l e s  of a t t a c k  w e l l  above s t a l l .  
Fur the r  a n a l y s i s  o f  t h i s  wind tunne l  d a t a  i n d i c a t e d  t h a t  the 
yawing moments were be ing  genera ted  by t h e  long s l e n d e r  nose of 
t h e  a i r p l a n e .  Redesign of t h e  nose was accomplished, r e s u l t i n g  
i n  a nose c o n f i g u r a t i o n  which completely a l l e v i a t e d  t h e  
asymmetric yawing moments. 
This  r e p o r t  documents t h e  development of t h i s  new F-5F nose 
c o n f i g u r a t i o n  from t h e  i n i t i a l  i d e n t i f i c a t i o n  of t h e  importance 
of t h e  nose r eg ion  f o r  high angle-of -a t tack  f l y i n g  q u a l i t i e s  
through t h e  exper imenta l  s t u d i e s  i n  t h e  Northrop low-speed wind 
tunnel  and water t u n n e l  t o  t h e  f l i g h t  t e s t i n g  of t h e  f i n a l l y  
developed nose c o n f i g u r a t i o n ,  t h e  s o - c a l l e d  "Shark nose."  
The r e p o r t  draws on a unique d a t a  base  of  exper imenta l  
wind tunnel  and f l i g h t  tes t  d a t a  ob ta ined  by Northrop d u r i n g  t h e  
development of t h e  F-5F a i r c r a f t .  
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INTRODUCTION 
In reaent years, IRach interest  has been generated in the high angle-of- 
attack characteristics of military *:aft, particularly of fighters, where 
utilization of the maximgn capabilities of the aircraf t  is so inportant i n  
the air wt arena. 
angles of attack, which i n  tum leads to poor handling qualities due to tte 
usual degradation in the effectiveness of lateral/diretional mntml  devices 
and stabilizing surfaces. 
Increasing -ility requires operation a t  highez 
Identifying oonfiguration features which provide the airplane w i t h  good 
inherent stability charaeistics has been an inprtant high angle-of-attack 
research t& in nxent years. This research has identified the long, slender 
fuselage forebody of several current configurations as being a major mntributor 
to high angle-of-attack directional stabil i ty.  
of the forebody, both favurable and adverse effects can be prcduced and it is 
possible for significant inprowaents to be obtained i n  high angle-of-attack 
handling qualities by proper fuselage forebody design. 
Dependins on the gecanetq 
During the developnent fl ight tests of the F-5F airplane, it was 
determined that the hi# angle-of-attack flying qualities were largely 
daninated by asymnetric forces and yawing nmnents associated with the long 
forebody of the aircraft. These asymnetries had long been noted on the wind 
tunnel d e l ,  but this was f i r s t  indicatiai that  they existed i n  f l ight.  
Ekperience gained during previous experinmtal investigations, together with 
published stdies by NASA an3 others, indicated that the fluid mechanic source 
of the -tries was a strong vortex system which originates fran the nose. 
A concerted effor t  was made to develop a forebody modification to reduce the 
asymnetric forces and yawing -ts. This study was mdertaken using the 
lcrw speed wind tunnel as the primary experimental &al, investigating 
various forebody modifications such as  strakes of different s ize  and location, 
and chrmges i n  nose angle and radius. of a l l  the changes made, the Shark nose 
provided the mt dramatic benefits, essentially eliminating the asymnetry 
in  the aemdymu 'c forces and moments and augmenting the s tabi l i ty  character- 
istics of the aircraft as well. The symnetric formation of the forebody 
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vortex system caused by t k  slhark nose was confirmed by both surfaoe oil 
flaw &dies in the wind tcnuvel and by flow field visualization in the 
water tunnel. 
A full-scale Shark nose was constructed, and a flight test investigation 
of its effects was made using a prohcticm F-5F which was fitted w i t h  a 
modified leading edge extensl 'on (LM), the low 
having indicated that this was an additional benefit. The results of this 
flight program verified the analytical predictions which ere based on the 
wind  tunnel data, and confirmed that the nose vortex system had been stabilized, 
thus eliminating the asymetric yawing moments previously experienced. 
wind tunnel results 
This report p s e n t s  and discusses these recent advances which have heen 
obtahed in the field of high angle-of-attack aerodynamics. 
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SYMBOLS AND NOMENCLATURE 
Airplane w i n d  tunnel aerodynaoru 'c force androrrrtnt data lere reduced 
~ coefficient fom in the body axis system of ooordina~s as defined in 
Figure 1. The nrment center was located at the quarter chord of the MAC 
(man aerodynamic chord), fuselage station 365.78, and the waterline of the 
aft fuselage reference plane. 
In order to facilitate usage of data presented, dimensional quantities 
are presented both in the International System of units (SI) and in the 
U.S. Custamary Units. Measurements were made in the U.S. C u s t c m q  Units, 
and equivalent dimensions were determined by using the a-xersion facms 
given in Fkference 1. 
ABBREVIATION 
AOAB 
AOAT 
BETAB 
BETA TRUE 
cg 
Cp or CLLB 
ce 
'r 
C, or CLNB 
cnP 
'n 
Pdynamic 
DEFINITION 
Boan Angle of Attack 
lYue Angle of Attack 
Booan Angle of Sideslip 
True Angle of Sideslip 
Cenwr of Gravity position 
Mlling IWment Coefficient 
Dihedral Effect actlap 
Aileron Effectiveness a c  
'/a 
Rolling k m n t  Coefficient due tn m e r  
Pitching Ckment Coefficient 
Yawing Wmnt Coefficient 
Static Directional Stability Derivative 
a c d a a  
Sin Q I2 . c coso-- 
"P Ix l P  
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ABBREVIATION 
'n 
'a 
'n 
'r 
aa 
6F 
6H 
4l 
ON 
bR 
IX 
IZ 
IXZ 
HPC 
Y I 
FAS 
FRP 
K 
LCDP 
MAC 
MHB 
n 
X 
"z 
4J 
DEFINITION 
Yawing Wmnt Coefficient due to Aileron 
ac,(aa a 
~hrdder Effectiveness acJaa 
r 
Side Fbrce Coefficient 
Aileron Deflection 
T.E. Flap Deflectim 
Horizontal Stabilizer Deflection 
L.E. Flap Deflectian 
Semi-apex Angle 
Fadder Deflection 
Corrected Pressure Altitude 
Airplane 
Airplane 
Airplane 
Airplane 
m1 A f t  
Fuselage 
6 r  
a 'a 
Mlling Moanent of Inertia 
Pitching M#nent of Inertia 
Yawing Mcanent of Inertia 
Product of Inertia 
Stick 
Reference Plane 
a 
Mean Al=rodynamic chord 
Maxinun Half Breadth 
b a d  Factor along body X axis 
h a d  - .,ttor along body 2 axis 
Heading Angle 
UNITS 
aes 
aes 
meters ( f t )  
2 2 Newton-m (slug-ft ) 
2 2 Newton-m (slug-ft ) 
2 2 Ne~bn-n (slug-ft ) 
2 2 Newton-m (slug-ft ) 
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ABBREVIATION - DEFINITION 
P 
PDOT 
PDOT I 
PDOT A 
PDOT 1 
PDOT 2 
PDOT 3 
9 
QDOT 
QDOT I 
QDOT A 
QDOT 1 
QDOT 2 
QDOT 3 
r 
RDOT 
RDOT I 
'c contribution fi* -
Acceleration 
to m11 
Pi tch  Rate 
4 Pitch Acceleration 
GI Inertia Contributiapl to Pitch 
Acceleration 
{A ~rodynaonic mtribution to pitch 
Accelera t im 
Yaw Rate 
i yaw Acceleration 
i, Inertia contribution to yaw 
UNITS -
deg/cec2 
2 deg/sec 
deg/sec2 
deg/sec2 
deg/sec2 
deg/sec2 
deg/sec 
deg/sec2 
Acceleration 
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ABBREVIATION DEFINITION 
RDOT A 
RDOT 1 
RDOT 2 
RDOT 3 
e 
Veal 
W 
WUT 
. r ' c  oontribution to Yaw 
Acceleration 
A- 
( y y )  
(2)  6 
w 
Pitch Angle 
Calibrated Airspeed 
Airplane Wight 
W i n a v p T u m  
UNITS -
aes/eec2 
deg/sec2 
2 
deg/sec 
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DESCRIPTION OF AIRPLANES 
While the subject of this report is the two place F-5F airplane, frequent 
reference is also made to the F-5E single place airplane. The F-5F cmntains 
a l l  of the basic features of the F-SE, the only major external difference 
being the tm place cockpit of the F-5F and hence the longer forebody. 
The F-5EF airplanes are suprsonic, law wing tactical fighters powered 
by twin, afterburning, turbojet engines. Three-view drawings showing the 
general layout of the configurations are sham in Figures 2 and 3; the center- 
line fuel tank &awn on the F-5E can also be carried by the F-5F. General 
geanetric data for the airplanes are listed i n  Table 1 and the mass and 
inertia characteristics for the F-5F f l ight  test airplane e presented in 
Table 2. 
all-movable horizontal tail, and lateral  control by conventional ailerons. 
The directional control system cohsists of a conventicnal rudd=. Auto- 
matically-actuated marleuvering leading and trailin3 edge flaps provide 
increased tux11 rates for al l  canbat ccmditions. Flap settings referred to in 
this report are either flaps up, flaps down or flaps maneuver, the l a t t e r  
setting k i n g  dependent on airspeed. 
L,L,L,L,L,L,L,L,L,L,tdinal control of the airplane is accanplished by means of an 
As sham i n  Figure 2, the basic configuration chosen for both F-5E and 
F-5F spin susceptibility testing was an operational air canhat manewer 
(ACM or clean loading) w i t h  m wing stores, empty t i p  launcher rails and an 
e q t y  centerline pylon. Amxlg the other store loadings tested, a number of 
f l ights  were made with the centerline 1.041-11~ (275 U.S. gallon) u n k ,  Figure 3,  
F-5E shown, a configuration which is typical of operational and training 
configurations. The F-5F, clean and centerline tank configurations are the 
main subject of th is  report. 
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REVIEW OF FLIGHT TESTS 
During 1975 ard 1976 spin susceptibility f l igh t  test programs were 
conducted on both the F-5E and the F-5F airplanes. The tests were conducted 
following the guidelines specified by MIL-S-8369lA, Stall/Fost-Stall/Spin 
Flight Test Denonstration Fkquhmm ts for  Airplanes. The tests were limited 
to determination of the susceptibility to post-stdll gyration (PSG) or spin 
entry am3 enphasis was placed on identifying spin lvoidance techniques. 
k t a i l e d  reports on the results of these f l ight  test programs can be foud  
in kferences 2 and 3. The discussion which follows is intended only to 
SLmrrrarize the highlights of these tests and to show the manner i n  which tne 
yawing m t  asymtries became evident on the F-5F during f l iqh t  tests. 
A sbnmrarxy of both f l ight  test programs is shown in Table  3. During this, 
and subsequent Shark nose testing, a departure was defined primarily as 
sustained, uncontrollable lateral/directional excursions. 
the F-5F were found to be highly resistant to departures and spins during 
tactical manewers performed w i t h  nom1 control inputs (not prolonged or 
adverse). 
stall entries. 
capability than the F-5E, an additiona3 departure region was found to exis t  
a t  angles of at tack above 35'. 
was caused by large asymnetric yawing m t s  produced by the long forebody 
of the F-5F. 
spin i f  allawed to remain a t  angles of attack above 50°. 
airplanes 
when carrying the standard centerline tank. 
Both the F-5E and 
Both airplmes could, W v e r ,  be deputed during accelerated 
For the F-5F, which has a higher trim angle of a t t ack  
This result ,  a s  w i l l  be explained nrnrrentarily, 
Both airplanes here found capable of transitioning to a f l a t  
found to be extremely susceptible to departure in h e  stall 
Finally both 
As just mentioned above, the F-5F was found to exhibit departures when 
flown above 35' angle of attack, even for simple symnetric, full-aft  stick 
stall entries. This result was distinctly different from the F-SE experisme. 
lbo departures and spin entries =re obtained on the F-SF fm sbrupt full- 
a f t  stick inputs made a t  150-kts airspeed. The f i r s t  departure (Figure 4 )  
was generated fran a stick snap where the horizontal stabil izer was  input 
a t  maximum rate fran 15' ancjle of attack. ThE! a i rcraf t  was configured with 
flaps up and was a t  the a f t  c.g. l imi t .  The second departure (Figure 5) came 
from an extended Ig stall &ere fu l l  a f t  stick was abruptly applied a t  the 
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stall angle of attack and held for 18 seaxtis. 
were set a t  '-wx" and, again, the c.g. was a t  the a f t  limit. 
instances, the arigle of attack hreased to around 40° in mspcnse to the 
stick input and tlm f e l l  to 30' before increasing again. W i n g  t h i s  time, 
yaw rate was slawly increasing and subsequent applicatim of reoovery con- 
trols failed to reduce the angle of attack. Postflight analysis of the ddta 
showed that the init ial  yaw departure occurred a t  essentC.ally zero sideslip, 
leading to the conclusion that a large asymnetric aerodynamic yawing mrment 
was present a t  zero sideslip. Reevaluation of the wind tunnel data shcrwed 
this to be correct w i t h  significant yawing m n t s  present w e  35O angle of 
attack. Above 42' angle of attack, the maJnitude of the yawing mmnt coefficient 
was 0.1. This m n t  is significant, being equivalent to twice the ntddcr 
pmer awlable at  law angles of attack. 
indicated that this asyimtric yawing manent a t  zero sideslip/high mgle of 
attack also existed for the F-5E, but to a much lesser extent, and the F-5E 
spin susceptibility testing had shown that  it was mch less influential on 
the aircraf t ' s  khavior i f  f u l l  cmtrols  were applied and held as the air- 
plane stalled near 24' angle of attack. raepresentative f l ight  tim histories 
shawing the l-g stall characteristics of the F-5E and the F-5F are presented 
in Figures 6 and 7, respectively, Additional t h  histories are pre~ented in  
Figures 8 and 9 for the F-5E and F..5F, respectively, showing examlples of the 
aeparkzres obtained in f l ight  tests. 
For this maneuver, the flaps 
Jn both 
Review of previws w i n d  tunnel data 
DEPARTURE PARAKETER ANALYSIS  
Analysis of past wind tunnel data and correlatiai  w i t h  f l ight  test p i lo t ' s  
tve shown a definite correlation be-en the mininnrm value of C,, ~amnents 
and the response of the airplane i n  the stall angle-of-attack area. 
of this  type of mrrelation are sham i n  wference 4 where ranges of minimum 
'n correspond to various aircraf t  responses, i.e., solid stall, - 
acce?table stall, randrrn departure and severe yaw departure. Fbr -le, 
a solid stall could be expected with a mjnhnnn Cn 
pdynamic 
m l e s  
pdynamic 
value above .004. 
Riynamic 
9 
Using the data fran &femmes 5 and 6, minimum Cn Val- m 
BayMrmic 
calcula- for both airplanes for the clean a d  centerline tank oonfigurations 
w h i c h  were flight tested. These are shown in f igure 10 together with the 
departure classifications as ' fran the flight test program. In 
general, a gwd carrelation is sbwn when oonpared w i t h  the various levels of 
, substantiating the value of this criteria. However, this minimnn cn 
4iynanic 
criteria is only applicable in the stall region and does not predict the 
aeparture suscepeibility at higher angles of attack where other parameters 
such as aerudyr.mic asymrretries become danimnt. 
Again using the data of References 5 and 6 ,  the lateral cantrol departure 
parameter (ICDP) was calculated for different Mac!! n-s at stall and post- 
stall angles of attack. - was calculated for both an aileron only input 
and for crossed ccmtrols and the results are shown plotted against calibrated 
ahspeed at 10,670 mters (35,000 ft.) in Figures 11 and 12 for the F-5E 
and ?-SF, respectiVely. 
For the F-SE, is shown to be negative at angles of attack above 20- 
22' for speeds between appmxmaely 120-250 Veal, the cross control input 
showing the mst negative values. For the F-SF, the same general trend is 
Shawn except that for angles of attack above 24O the aileron anly UZDP is 
positive, and can be attributed to the beneficial effect of the wing fences. 
This speed range for both -he F-5E and F-5F coincides w i t h  that at which 
aeparkzre was generated with the mst consistency. 
SUMMARY OF FLIGHT TEST PROGRAMS 
A s w  of both spin susceptibility flight test programs is Shawn in 
Table 3. The main conclusions drawn f m  these tests for the clean con- 
figuratian are: 
Both the F-5E and F-SF are highly departure/spin resistant fran 
tactical maneuvers w i t h  mnnal control inputs. 
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The F-SF also has a -/spin en- winduw at angles of attack 
abo~e 35' due to large asymtle.tric yawing manents. 
0 -aircraft can transition to a flat spin i f  all& bo remain 
at angles of attack above SO0. 
0 Both the F-Z and F-5F wre -ly susceptible to aepartUre if the 
stall angle of attack was exceed&. 
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ANALYSIS OF F-SE/F FLOW CHARACTERISTICS AT HIGH ANGLES OF ATTACK 
As -zed h t b  p w -  m a ,  the F-5F forrnd to be mt 
pmne to loss of cmtrol and possible spin entry a t  angles of attack atme 3s0 
due to  an onset of large yawing nrmMts a t  zero sideslip. The F-5E, on the other 
hard, s h a d  smaller asyranett-ic aerodynarm 'c characteristics a t  high angles 
of attack. Ihe primary geametric difference between the F-SE and F-SF is the 
length of the farebody of each aircraft. Figure 13 illustrates the increase in 
forebody fineness ratio of the F-5F over the F-SE. The convention for forebody 
fineness ratio used in this figure is taken from Reference 7. Figure 14  
presents the results of previous wind tunnel tests on the F-SA, F-5E and F-5F 
md oonpares yawing momwts at  zero sideslip for  these aircraft. 
Figure 14  along With data on other F-5 derivative aircraf t  has been cross plo- 
in Figure 15 and shms the effect  of forebody fineness ratio on the absolute 
magnitude of yawing moment measured a t  a constant angle of attack of 46O. A 
Significant increase i n  yawing mmnt a t  zero sideslip is indicated for l/d = 
6.0 w h i c h  carresponds to the F-5F forebody fineness ratio. 
Data fran 
Bperherks m e  carried out in the Northrop water tunnel on an F-5F scale 
mdel to develop an understanding of the flow characteristics around the 
farebody at  high angles of attack. The fluid mechanism found to be responsible 
for the herodynarm 'c asyrrmetries was the growth of a strong vortex system 
originating from a feeding sheet along the side of the fxebody. A t  high angles 
of the attack, this vortex system was observed to  be asymnetric. 'I.his vortex 
pattern is schematically illustrated in Figure 16. 
patterns obsemed in the water tunnel is shuwn in Figure 17. 
A photograph of the vortex 
PRIOR EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES 
The review of low speed wind tunnel data discussed in  the previous paragraphs 
identified the source of the asyrrmetric moments as being the forebody of the air- 
plane. Existing literature was surveyed to  seek possible nrethods of attenuating the 
asyzmtries. The data of Reference 8 s h d  that yawing mmmt coefficients at 
zero sideslip and high angle of attack ranging betmen .08 and -.16 had been measured 
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on various Scdle d l s  of the F-104, F-4 and F-111 -lanes. MU& ~ r k  has 
been done in the past few years on this problem following continual loss of 
many high performance aircraft. A good ampilaticm of a l l  the recent wrk in 
this field is covere6 i n  eference 9. This work .shuwed that the -try 
of the farebody was the variable which affects the angle of attack, or onset 
angle, a t  which the side force due to the vortex asymnetry f i r s t  occurs. The 
data for this correlation, Figure 18, came fram mny sources. 
for circular forebodies, the anset angle of attack was found to be equal to 
twice the semiapex angle of %e fcaebody. The onset angle was absenred to be 
independent of Mac? Number arvl&ynolds Nlrmber within the range bested. The 
side force also decreased to zero near an angle of attack of 70°, probably 
as a result of the forebody vortices weakening and the leeside flow becanln - g  
a turbulent wake. 
In general, 
Figure 19 is taken fran R?ference 9 and i l lust rates  the effect of nose 
bluntness on side farce for a pointed tangent ogive forebody w i t h  a fineness 
ra t io  of 3.5. As the mse radius increases, the side force variation w i t h  
angle of attack is attMLMted. 
The data of Reference 7 ccmpared side force and yawing rrnment coefficients 
for various nose fineness ratios for slender bodiez w i t h  thin wings and tails. 
These ccmparisons were consistent w i t h  the data of Wference 10 for sim’ -UT 
nose -tries and similar to the data of Reference 11 for the s a  noses 
with circular bodies. Also consistent w i t h  the data of Refer= 3 7 ,  10 and 
Lt was the data of I-kference 12, which was for siwle win@ U e s  w i t h  pointed 
noses and no tail. 
side-force and yawing moment characteristics a t  zero sideslip OCCUT when the 
forebody fineness ratio exceeds a critical value of approximately 3.5. 
It was concluded from these references that the undesirable 
The data of eference 7, which i l lustrate  the relationship be- onset 
angle of attack and fineness ratio are sham in Figure 20. Data for the F-5E 
and F-5F are coknpared w i t h  these data and a good correspondence is indica&. 
NORTHROP EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES 
Wind tunnel tests were conducted on a l/lOth scale model of a production 
F-Si clean configuration ( w i t h  centerline pylon) in the Northrap 7 x L O - f t  
(2.3 x 3 .h )  lowspeed faci l i ty  w i t h  primary enphasis on high angle of attack 
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airectimralstability. Datawere- ' onseveralradanecmfigurations 
a t  a &*stream Mach MmJ3eT of 0.26 corresponding to a Eaeynolas number of 
0.46 x 1 0 6 ~ t e r  (1.5 x 106/ft.). 
Prelhhary studies were made on the clean F-5F amfiguration a t  angles 
of atta-k up to 65O in mder to establish the magnitude and repeatibility of 
the zew) sideslip forces and mrnents. Data obtauaed in Fkferences 13 and 1 4  
are p.i!sented in Figure 21  whi& clearly illustrate the large asymnetric 
yawins nrments i n  addition to the data nomqeat ibi l i ty  associated w i t h  modael 
ntkx.! assembly differences. Tkae wind tunnel runs Shawn in Figure 21 wxe 
obtain& a t  various tinreS during the running of the tests. Because the 
s~zt ion is ranoMble, a axtam ' amount of slop exists bebeen it and the 
main ac le1 body when assembling for a particular run. 
into a slight nose section roll-angle difference for each particular run. It  
s l a d  be noted that no roll-angle position of the remvable nose section was 
f a d  which eliminated the zero-sideslip forces. These results are i n  agree- 
m t  w i t h  the data obtamed * in F&?ference 9, some results franwhich are Shawn 
in Fiqure 22. 
This slop translates 
While specific infonnaticm about these data is contained i n  Wferences 
13 and 14,  the following discussion w i l l  smnarize s0n-e of the research 
high.lights that illustrate the effect  of nose angle, radius, e l l ip t ic i ty  and 
forei-dj strakes on the lateral/directional and longitudinal stability of the 
F-SF. 
E f f e c t  of Nose Angle 
S t d e s  were made b de- the effect  of nose apex angle forward of 
station 17.5, where nose apex %le is defined i n  the profile view shown in 
Figure 23. It &a12 be noted that the profile view and plan view nose apex 
angles d i f f . s  de to the elliptical cross-section of the nose. The semi-apex 
angle, in the _ lan  View, for the F-5F is IS0. The mrrespmding onset angle 
for asymnekies is 24O and is shown in Figure 24 along with data taken fran 
Figure '8 for circular and e l l i p t i c  forebodies. &sults indicate that the 
F-5F m l z t e s  well with the e l l i p t i c  forebodies, which exhibit, in  general, 
1 w r  -e= angle r-lative to the circular fombodies for a given semi-apex 
angle. 
1 4  
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Zero-sideslip laterWdirectional data frrm the current tests are ahcrwn 
in Figures 25 and 26 and pitc=hing nmmt data are presented in Figure 27. 
bteral/dimctional -tries are evident for all nose eles midered 
(Figure 25) and onset angle is essentially independent of w e  angle 
(amt= 24'- 25'). These results indicate thattheonsetanglesmrres- 
ponding b the nose angles of 45O and 90° (32.5O and 56.5' semi-apex angles, 
respectively) fail to mrrelate w i t h  the relationships shown previously in 
Figure 24 for circular ard elliptic forebodies, which suggests that these 
relationships are invalid far the large m e  angles considered. The lack of 
correlation may also be due to the mse surface discontinuities introdwed 
in creating these angles. WE results of such a change to the nose t i p  might 
be expect& to involve differences due to both nose apex angle changes and 
mse bluntness. Furtfhermwe, the magnitude of the asymnetric yawing mmnt 
varies nonlinearly with nose angle, as sham in Figure 26, the lmest I Cn I 
being obtained w i t h  a plm-View nose angle of 65'. The data presented in 
Figure 27 indicate that longitudinal stability is greatly hpmved relative 
to the production nose by increased nose angle. 
Lateral/directional and longitudinal data are presented in Figuses 28 
ard 29, respectively, for 8 = -loo and the yawing moment and pitching moment 
i n m t s  due to sideslip are shown in Figure 30. 
incremmts presented in Figure 30, which wre obuined between P =  0' and -loo, may 
be scxmmhat misleading due to the directional bias exhibited by the production 
configuration. 
It should be noted that the 
Results sham in Figure 30 indicate that directional stability is lost 
above angles of attack of 35' arrd 50' with nose angles of 90' and 4S0, 
respectively, &thou* the configuration with 45O nose angle results in a 
slight directional inprovemmt relative to the base configuration at angles of 
attack between 28O and 32O. Any inprovemnt in directional stability is 
acccmpanied by longitudinal instability, however, as indicated by the pitching 
m31TIMt increnmts in Figure 30. 
Effect of Nose Radius 
Blunting the tip of a tangent ogive f0-y has been sham in Eference 9 
to be an effective means of zero-sideslip side f o m  alleviation and results 
fm eference 9 tjere shuwn previously in Figure 19 for a range of nose 
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bluntness. Based on these results, tests were conducted on the F-SF fa r  the 
range of nose radii ShrXJn in Figure 31. 
view and results i n  a planview somewhat mre blunt than a circular arc. 
The radius is measured in the profile 
Lateral/- 'onal and pitching nmmt data are presented in Figures 
32-34 for P =  0'. Increased nose radius delays to higher angles of attack 
the Onset of the mze significant asymnetric yawing mcments (see Figure 32) 
and reduces i n  a nonlinear manner the magnitude of the yawing moanents, as 
illustrated i n  Figure 33 f a r  Q = 46'. "he mre favorable conditions were 
obtained w i t h  a nose radius of 4 in. (10.2 cm) ( fu l l  scale). F'urthermore, a l l  
radii result i n  improves longitudinal s tabi l i ty  which is il lustrated i n  
Figure 34. 
Figures 35 and 36 shm the effect of nose radius on the lateral/direc- 
tional and pitching mcment characteristics, respectively, for  P = -loo, and 
Figure 37 illustraes yawing mmnt and pitching mcanent increments due to 
sideslip. As discussed i n  the previous section, the data presented in  
Figure 37 should be vi& with discretion due to the directional bias 
exhibited by the production nose. 
The data i n  Figure 37 indicate that the more favorable directional 
characteristics are obtained with a nose radius of 4 in. (10.2 an) which 
results in post-stall directional s tabi l i ty  up u) a =: 49O. bngitudinal 
Stability is canprmised, hoklever, as indicated i n  Figures 36 and 37 by the 
pitch-up increments due to increased nose radius. 
In sumnary to this point, results obtained for  a range of nose angle 
and nose radius suggest that F-5F forebody tailoring can effectively reduce 
zero-sideslip forces and m=anents a t  high angles of attack. 
E f f e c t  - of Nose E l l i p t i c i t y  
W i n d  tunnel tests of the F-SE reconnaissance (RECCE) nose configuration 
have indicated a reduction i n  zero-sideslip a m t r i e s  relative to the pro- 
duction nose configuration. A three-view drawing of the F-5E featuring the 
RECCE nose (F-5F configuration is similar) is shown in Figure 38 which 
illustrates the increase in nose broadness, nose radius, and nose angle in the 
plan view and the subsequent increased cross-sectional el l ipt ic i ty .  The 
RECCE nose thus incorporates nose features which effectively suppress zero 
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sideslip forces and nrnrents. The elliptic cross-section produced by the 
oblique forward-looking wirdaw across the nearly circular body should pmduce 
a configuration which exhibits favorable zero sideslip charac-ristics. 
Data were ob- on the F-5F RECCE nose configuration for an 
range of angle of attack and zero sideslip and these results are CQnPared 
to the basic F-5F configuration in Figures 39-41. The RECCE nose mfigura- 
tion results in a si9ifi-t reduction in the nraximum zero-sideslip yawing 
manent, no erratic drifting relative to the basic configuration (see 
Fiyxe 391, and an improVement in longitudinal stability at angles of attack 
of 4C9 to 53O (see Figure 40). Limited angle of attack data are available 
for thfl RECCE nose with sideslip angles greater than zem. Figures 42-44 
show lateral/directional and longitudinal data far this configuration up to 
40° angle of attack and -loo sideslip relative to the production nose and 
clearly indicate the imprwemznt in directional stability and reduced pitch-up 
teradency at angles of attack above stall. These results confirm that nose 
getmetry changes, as exenplified by the RECCE nose, result in sig,-xificant 
ductions in the zero-sideslip forces and m=anents and improved directiondl 
and longitudinal stability at angles of attack above stall. 
Effect of Strakes 
Extensive studies were made to detennine the effect of nose strakes on 
high angle-of-attack characteristics of the F-5F in an attwnpt to control the 
location of the foxmation of the primary nose vorm pair and to produce a 
symnetrical flaw field at zero sideslip. It should be noted that Reference 15 
has sham nose strakes to be detrimental to the directional stability of an 
F-5A-shaped nose. 
order to detennine a suitable strake configuration which retains the stabi' ' zing 
characteristics while eliminating asymnetries . 
The current investigation was conducbd, therefore, in 
Figures 45-52 illustrate the nose strakes, which can be classified as 
flat-plate (strakes M63, S7, S8, S9, and S10) and mnstant cross-section 
(strakes S11, S12, S13, ard S14), which =re tested on the F-5F model in the 
Northrop low speed wind  tunnel. Within these classifications strakes of 
similar size or location are compared with a baseline case. All strakes were 
tested With a production nose and pitot, except for M63, S8, and S9 which were 
bsted  with production nose only. 
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The effect of the production pitot  relative to the pitot-ff case, 
shown in Figures 53-55 for p = Oo, is to change the sense of the asymnetry 
only. 
increment up to a = 53O 
additim, bey~na Q = 45O the production pitot results in  a pitch-up 
a mse-dcr~n m t  thereafter. 
Results obtained for the strakes shown in Figures 45-52 are presenbd 
i n  Figures 56-90. Due to the large amunt of data involved, Table 4 
presents the highlights of the nose strake tests and canpares each strake 
w i t h  base (production nose w i t h  pitot  d o f f )  data. 
The results SUmMlrized in Table 4 indicate t ha t  imprcnrertlents in direc- 
tional stabi l i ty  are usually acccanpanied by a axresponding loss i n  longitudinal 
s tabi l i ty  at -loo sideslip. Only strakes S12, S13, and S14 could t r u l y  be 
called beneficial and, of those, the faired strake S14 vas best. The fact  
that the faired strake, which results in a nose cross-section possessing a 
more e l l ip t ic  profile, was m t  favorable cormbcrates the findings discussed 
previously i n  this report, namely, that nose broadness is an essential feature 
i n  alleviating zero-sideslip asynmetry and retaining stabilizing charactm5stics. 
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EVOLUTION OF THE SHARK NOSE 
GEOMETRIC FEATURES AND APPLICABLE AERODYNAMIC DATA 
The several geometric features which were found bo alleviate zero-sideslip 
forces and men- were incorporated into one forebody shape, the geometric 
changes being confined to the radame section forward of fuselage station 47.5 due 
to practical considerations. me resulting blended nose, designated B29, is 
Shawn in Figure 91 which indicates that the geanetric changes occur in the plan 
view only. 
hence the tenn "Shark nose" w i l l  be used when referring to this shape. 
The similarity of this forebody shape to a shark nose is obvious, 
Figures 92-101 present the effect of the Shark nose on lateral/directional 
and longitudinal characteristics for a range of angle of attack and sideslip. 
For P = Oo, the Shark nose results in  a siqnificant reduction i n  the asymrretric 
forces and nrments relative to the production nose configuration (see Figure 92). 
Data dtained for a range of sideslip angles (Figures 93-95) indicate that 
lateral/directional stabi l i ty  is greatly inproVea abo\le stall and that the 
strong directional bias exhibited by the production nose is eliminated. 
mxe, the angle of attack a t  which directional s tabi l i ty  is regained is reduced 
fran 28O to 26O and the region of instabil i ty a t  the stall is considerably 
reduced. As might be expected, t h i s  inprovement i n  directional s a i l i t y  due 
to the Shark nose is acocarpanied by a longitudinal instability bebeen stall and 
44O angle of attack, as Shawn i n  Figures 96-101. Above 44O, the Shark nose 
exhibits inpmved longitudinal s tabi l i ty  relative to the production nose, 
whereas belaw stall the longitudinal characteristics are un&ian@. 
Fbrther- 
Radar p e r f o m c e  is an impartant consideration, therefore, radame 
contours here exammed ' tr, maximize radar performance without conpmnising 
the aerodynarm 'c benefits of the shark nose. The majority of nose radcms 
enployed on high-performance aircraft are electrically-tuned systems 
i n  which the electrical thickness of the radame mrresponds to multiples 
of one-half wavelength i n  the dielectric, thereby maximizing transmission 
efficiency. This condition is best satisfied i f  the radome shape anxsponds 
to a portion of a sphere, i n  f i c h  case the electrical path length through 
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the radcm is the same for any pointing angle. when the radarre contours 
diverge fran the theoretical hemispheric shape, the electrical path length 
through the radame is a function of look angle, w i t h  subsequent increased 
reflection levels and reduced transmission efficiency. 
The latter considerations resulted in the revised Shark r o s e  shuwn i n  
figure 102, designatea 830, a c h  exhibits a blunt= plan view relative to 
Shark nose B29 and an altered profile view, providing a blun-r t i p  forward 
of approximately fuselage station 20.0. Test data were obtained for a 
range of sideslip angle and results are presented in Figures 103-105. Shark 
nose B30 resulted in a lal'c~er egion of directional instabil i ty at the stall 
compared to Shark Nose B29, the angle of attack at  which directional s tabi l i ty  
is regained being increased f r m  26' rn 27.5'. There was a sl ight  inproverent 
i n  directional stabi l i ty  due to B30, hawever, beheen angJ.es of attack of 
27.5O and 49'. In addition, longitulinal stabil i ty exhibited by nose B30 
was imprcnred relative to nose B29, but it s b u l d  be noted in Figure 105 that 
going fran zero to -loo sideslip increases t r i m  angle of attack fram 42O to 
58O. 
The aerodynamic, structural, and electronic functions of the nose radome 
result in conflicting design requirements, which necessitated an alternate 
Shark nose shape. me ContoUTs of Shark nose B31, Figure 106, are essentially 
Shark nose B30 cross-sections rotated 180'. Ttae resultinq nose shap features 
mre curved upper surface amtours which are desirable for minimizing upper 
surface radar reflection, a prerequisite for c lut ter  control on an air-to- 
grourd mission. 
Data obtained on Shark nose B31 are presented i n  Figures 107-109. 
shown in Figure 107 indicate that: the region of dix~ctional instability a t  
the stall is carparable to that obtained w i t h  shavk nose B29 shuwn previously 
in Figure 94. B31 resdts in  improved directional stabil i ty UF to Q = 49'; 
directional stabil i ty is regained a t  a =  26O; and longitudinal s tabi l i ty  is  
slightly degraded be- a = 32' and 40' relative to nose B29 (see Figures 
108 and 109). 
Results 
Reviewing B31 relative to the original F-5F forebody, Figures 92 a-2 
107, indicates that  the zero sideslip yawing asymnetries are greatly reduced 
by B31. Imgitudinal s tabi l i ty  is decreasd, F-gures 96 and 109, with the t r i m  
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angle of attack increasing fran 38" to SO0. A t  sideslip angles gream than 
zero, Figures 94 and 107, the lateral/directional characteristics are 
enhanced but there is a degradation in pitch Characteristics; conpare the 
production forebody With pi to t  boan data of Figure 89 and 831 of Figure 109, 
w i t h  t r i m  angle of attack increasing fran 43' to 61'. H c x m m ,  a review of 
Shark noses B29, B30 and B31 indicates that 831 nught best satisfy radar 
requiremnts, rhile retaining aercdynatnic benefits. Shark nose B.31 was, 
therefore, chosen for full-scale fl ight testing. 
A brief, concumnt wam tunnel stUrty was made in the Northmp faci l i ty  
using Shark and production nose models, a c h  desnonstrated qualitatively the 
a-c benefits obtained w i t h  the Shark nose. 
W34 LEADING-EDGE EXTENSION 
The W44 LEX, i l lustrated in Figure 110 along With the production LEX W8, 
was shown in prior F-SED wind tunnel developclent tests to provide lateral/  
directional benefits, riamely, to increase the angle of attack a t  hi& 
directional stabi l i ty  is lost i n  the critical stall region and to provide 
increased dihedral effect. It was desirable, thexefore, to m i n e  the W44 
LEX wi th  the Shark nose, since the l a t t e r  was sham (Figure 107) tm result in 
a reduction in the angle of attack a t  which directional stability is regained. 
wind tunnel data for the Shark nosefi44 LEX configuration are shm in 
Figures 111-116 along w i t h  reference data obtained for the Shark nosem LEX. 
Wsults presented in Figures 111-113 for P = 0' indicate that lateral/  
directional characteristics are unchanged w i t h  the W44 LEX, maximtm l i f t  is 
increased; longitudinal s tabi l i ty  is essentially unchanged. 
indicate that for p = -loo, the ~ 4 4  LEX results i n  virtudl elimination of the 
"truugh" i n  degraded directional stability exhibited by the Shark nose/W8 LZX 
around stall angle of attack. The W44 LM also increases mixinun l i f t  and 
dihedral effect, and reduces longitudinal stability slightly a t  the stall. 
Furthenrnre, the data in Figure 114 indicate that  the Shark nosem44 LEX 
;esults in positive directional stabi l i ty  up to Q = SOo. 
Figures 113-116 
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FLIGHT TEST NOSE BOOM STUDY 
The effect  of the f l ight  test nose boan, &ich has a 4-inch (10.2-an) base 
diameter, on the aemdymm ' c  benefits of the Shark nose was of critical concern. 
The f l igh t  test boam on the F-5F airplane is oonsiderably larger than the 
production p i to t  and also carries the angle-of-attack an3 sideslip measuremnt 
vanes. Wind tunnel tests ere ,  therefore, conducted w i t h  the f l ight  test 
p i to t  and the rwdts are shown ccmpared to the pitot-off case i n  Figures 117- 
122. The f l ight  test bean resul ts  i n  sl ightly reduced longitudinal s tabi l i ty  
a t  p = Oo (see Figure 119). 
reduced w i t h  f l ight  test IXKm on throughout the range of angle sf attact 
considered, although longitudinal s tabi l i ty  is impraVea samew'.lat abc 
Q =  SOo (see Figures 120-122). 
Ebr p = -loo, directional s tabi l i ty  is significantly 
Data tere also obtained on the production nose/flight test ban con- 
figuration and are presented i n  Figures 123-125 and Figures 126-128 far 
P = OO and p = *loo, respectively. 
in large and oscillatory directional characteristics in contrast to the 
erratic drifting of the production nose/production pimt presented here and 
in  F ~ W  21. m g i a x d i n d  s tabi l i ty  is  improved, hovever, be- a =  38' 
axit 53O. mr P = * loo, the directional s tabi l i ty  is virtually eliminated 
above stall angle of attack with f l igh t  test boasn on. 
stabi l i ty  was very erratic w i t h  areas of better arrd worse stabi l i ty  above 
Q =  34'. 
yawing m m m t  coefficient indicating the total for-> force vector wanders 
randcmly around the forebody as ar=gle of attack changes. 
For p = o', L\e f l i # t  test b ~ a m  results 
The longitudinal 
This erratic behavior coincides w i t h  similar oscillations i n  the 
w s e  results suggest that the production nose f l igh t  test results with 
f l ight  test boom on m y  not be representative of the production configuration 
characteristics. Similarly, the aerodynarm 'c benefits of the Shark nose may be 
Severely degraded With the installation of the fli.Tht test boan. Accordingly, 
wind tunnel tests were conducteijl on a Shark nose/pmductioo: p i to t  canfigura- 
tion and the favorable zero-sideolip results, show i n  Figures 129-131, resulted 
in  approval of this configuration for f l ight  testing. 
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SHARK NOSE FLIGHT TESTING 
FLIGHT TEST EVALUATION 
mllawing the ccmpletion of the experimntal tests of the W x l s  nose in 
both the low-speed wind tunnel i d  the water tunel, a:ii &le to th: favorable 
results predicted f m  the analytical evaluation of the effect of the Shark 
nose on the high angle-of-attack characteristics of the E'-?:', a ten-flight t e s t  
program was conducted to substantxate these pretlictions. Prototypes of the 
Shark nose radome and the W44 LEX tere fabricated and installed on the second 
production F-5F designated W-1002 (Figures 132-134). This aircraft ha6 been 
used ir the flight test evaluation of the win susceptibility characteristics 
of the production F-5F and, therefore, was configured With an emergency spin 
chute recovery system, backup elecxrical and hydraulic systems, and special 
instrumentation. 
large nose bocn: fittea w i t h  vanes for measuring angle-of-attack and sideslip 
informtion as well as pitot static data. As previously disassed, this 
large nose boan was found to have a detrimeqtal effect on the characteristics 
of the Shark nose at high angles of attack. 
rad- was fabricated with a snall nose b a n  designed ta have no effect OTI 
the fluw characteristics of the nose but providing Pitot-static data only. 
Angle-of-attack vanes were installed on the left and right wing-tip launcher 
rails and the sideslip vane was instdlled just aft of the radm on the 1-r 
centerline of the fuselage. Flight tests were conducted betwen 25 February 
and 29 March 1977 at the AFFK, Edwards AFB, California. 
Flight tests on the production aircraft were made with a 
For th is  reason, the Shark nose 
The test maneuvers performed utilized a judicious buildup in both degree 
of control misapplication and the energy level of the entry. 
majority of the manewers f l m  wcre designed to duplicate simjlar m a n e m s  
performed in the spin testing of the productron aircraft. The testing was 
done to allow a direct -ison of production and Shark nose characteristics. 
A total of ten Shark nose flights -re flown, seven with the launcher-rail/ 
cent;erline pylon (clean) confiqration and three with the centerline 1.04 m - 
In addition, the 
3 
(275 US. gallon) 
MAC for the clean 
tank. The center of gravity wa3 varied betkrleen 12% and 16% 
airplane a l e  the centerline tank was only tested at 12% mc. 
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A carplete sumnary of the f l ight  test m- perfond is shown in  
Table 5. These are tabulated i n  the chronoJ-ogical sequeme in  which they 
performed but in the follawing discussion they are presen- in a 0Onfigurati.m 
sequence for easier understanding. Under the judicious buildup approach, 
f a r  a given amfiguration, manewers were usually perfond w i t h  flaps 
maneuver and then fLps up. 
Clean Configurat ion ( launcher  r a i l s ,  c e n t e r l i n e  pylon) 
1. Farward cog. (12%), Flaps maneuver. 
Ini t ia l  maneuvers flown w i t h  this configuration consisted of stalls 
Control inputs were limited to the longi- and constant q-ed  wind-up tums. 
tudinal axis and the recoveries were initiated at  an angle of attack of 40° 
01: parescribed duration of Oontrtl input,  which^^ ~ a m e  f i r s t .  
'RE initial results from these manewer-s were very enmuraging and 
pilot  cummts indicated that the aircraf t  f e l t  very solid and exhibited no 
tpJldlency to depart f m  oontrolled flight. In addition, M a t e  positive 
respanse to forward stick inputs a t  high angles of attack was noted. 
these maneuvers, wing r o ~ k  gradually on-set 2sU angle of attack witt i  an 
inmessing magnitude and frequency. Angles of attatk up to  44O were obtairaed. 
During 
Continuing the testing, a series of rudder reversals a t  f u l l  a f t  
stick were performed folluwed by Wings-level pull-ups. For these maneut~ers 
the 40' angle of attack restriction was removed. For the maneuvers involvinq 
rudds reversal, the prescribed control inputs were applied as the target angle of 
attack (20') was rea- i n  either 2-g or 4 - g  turns. wings-level pull-ups were 
initiated from both 150 and 160-knots. A t  no tinw! during the execution of 
these maneuvers was there any indicatim of a departwe. 
Maneuvers flown w i t h  this mnfiguration ~r the same as  those per- 
formed w i t h  flaps m a n e u v e r ,  starting W i t h  l -g  stalls and progressing to 
constant speed wind-up turns, rudder reversals a t  f u l l  a f t  stick and finally a 
wings-level pull-up a t  150-knots. Agzin, the control inputs on the stalls and 
wind-up turns were limited to the longi- axis and angle of attack was 
limited to 40° or prescribed duration of ccmtrol input. W i n g  rock on-set was 
the sam as hadbeen seenwith flaps manewer and imnediate positive response 
b farward stick inputs at high angles of attack was noted. It should be 
-red that large asymnetric yawing matlents produced a from 
controlled f l ight  which evmtually developed into a f l a t  spin, as Shawn in 
Figure 4, when the wings-level pull-up was init iated a t  160-knots with flaps up 
on the unmdified aircraf t  during the F-5F spin susceptibility test. 
initial conditions and cantrol inputs of this maneuver were duplica- w i t h  
the Shark nose and W44 LEX installed and no departurre badmcies were 
evident. Ihe caplee th~ his- for  this rrraneu\ler is sham in Figure 135. 
The 
3. Aft c.g. (16%), Flaps mneuver. 
The maneuvers for this configuration were designed to further aggrava@ 
critical amtml misapplications to  test the resistance of the Shark nosem44 LEX 
to deparhm. 
control inputs of an 
into a f la t  spin during the basic spin susceptibility testing. 0x1 th i s  f l ight,  
aft stick was abruptly applied a t  25O angle of attack and held for 32 seccnds as 
seen in Figure 136. 'Ihe angle of attack increased to 60°, f e l l  to 32O and then 
increased to 60' again while yaw rate was oscillatinq be- 212O/sec. At m 
time w?re any departure W i e s  evident. 
The oontrol inputs for the first manewer were identi-d to the 
l-g stall wfiich had departed and transitioned 
The second maneuver was a wings-level pull-up fran 150-knots, swlar 
to that sbwn in Figure 135; M e r ,  ful l  a f t  st ick was held for 15 seconds 
rather than 3 seconds. 
rose to almst 60° and then dropped and oscillated around 40° as long as the 
stick was held af t .  On releasing aft  stick, reduction in angle of attack 
to below stall was imnediate. 
Like the previous stall maneuver, the angle of attack 
Yaw rate throughout the m a n e m  never 
exc€ded 2o0/sec0na. 
The third maneinrer was a level decelerating left turn w i t h  smoth 
fu l l  a f t  stick and full right rudder application a t  20° angle of attack. 
Inputs rn applied for 3 and 5 seconds, respectively. Maneuvers of this type 
had cansistently depaked both the F-SE and the urnnodifid F-5F. This Shark 
nosefw44 IEX maneuver proved very innocuous, w i t h  the aircraf t  rolling i n  an 
oscillatory manner out of the tun w i t h  a very stable response. An -lay 
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of this manewer w i t h  the similar prodLbction nose matkewler is shwn in Figure 
137. was eas i ly  accmplistaed w i t h  neutral controls. The remhder 
of the maneuwrs on this fligtlt Elere devoted to higher energy, level decel- 
erating turns w i t h  m t h  aft stick and rudder inputs. No deprtms were 
mted. 
Manewers one, t w o  arrd three m W ncxt f l ight  were rudder rolls 
during 240-knot wind-up turns w i t h  ful l  aft stick being applied when 180° 
of roll had been achieved. The intent here was to mqle the rolling and 
yawing mtion due to rudder into the pitch axis a d  thereby increase the 
angle of attack. 
the spin susceptibility -sting of the m f i e d  F-SF but none was prcduced 
w i t h  the Shark nose. Angles of attack as high as 68O wre obtairaed. 
A maneuver such as this one had generated a aepartUre during 
An inverted pitch maneuver was flown next. The airplane was rolled 
hverted at 160-knots and f u l l  forward stick was applied in an a- 
to genera- an invertd departure. This departure was acccqlished after 28 
seconds of full forward stick: the airplane oscillated in angle of attack 
between -30' and -70'. 
aircraf t  w i t h  the d f i e d  nose. 
This w a ~  not a~ abrupt as w a ~  seen the production 
A 310-knot l e f t  wind-up turn w i t h  f u l l  aft stick and right rudder 
applied a t  20' angle of attack ccqleW this f l ight  card: no departure occurred. 
me angle of attack reached 44'. mere was no canparable maneuver fram the 
production nose spin susceptibility testing. 
A l l  of the remaining maneuvers f lmn were duplicates of maneuvers 
Wch had produced.swere departures and spins during the testing of the F-SE 
or urmodified F-5F. These maneuvers included a 310-knot wind-up turn and 
hi- energy 4-g high-pitch-attitude and level-attitude decelerations. Con- 
trol aggravations for these mnewers were ful l  a f t  stick and rudder wplied 
a t  IS0 or 20° angle of attack for 1 or 3 seconds. No departures occwred, 
even w k n  angles of attack as'high as 70° were cb-. 
extrem~! angles of attack reached i n  these m a n e w  m s  positive and a typical 
 tin^ history is shuwn in Figure 138. The pi lot  stated tnat  the airplane 
provided sufficient warning of this extrem notion in  the form of severe 
Wing rock involving extremely high roll rates and large amplitudes. Under 
nom1 circumstances a pilot  flying these types of manewers would terminate 
the maneuver long befare the duraticm of control misapplication applied during 
Fteamries f m  the 
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these tests. These manewers demnstrated that the airplarre has a large 
degree of resistance. 
Six manewers were flm w i t h  t h i s  configuration, all being duplicam 
of maneuwrs which had produced severe aepartures and spins during testing of 
the F-5E and unmdified F-5F. These maneuvers included an extended l-g 
stall, a wings-level pull-up and a higher energy 2-g and 4-g decelerations 
and wind-up turns. Control inputs w i t h  the decelerations and wind-up tu? s 
consisted of full a f t  stick and rdder applied at 15O or 20' angle of attack 
for 1 or 3 seconds. 
During the 
the angle of attack peaked at  55' twice, due to the large sideslip oscilla- 
tions and coupling. yaw rate never ex~eeded 20~/second. 
maneuver was flown at 150-hts and full aft st ick was held for 3 seconds. 
Again a peak angle of attack of 55O was reached but there was no irrdication 
of a aeparkue. 
l-g stall, aft stick was held for 21 seoonds and 
The abrupt pull-up 
In general, the airplane motion with the aft stick and rudder inputs 
was the sane for the decelerations and wind-up turns. The airplane wuld roll 
in an oscillatory manner w i t h  angle of attack increasing due to sideslip ooupling. 
In the case of the 240-knot and 31O-knot wind-up turns, the angle of attack 
began to reduce before aft stick was released. None of the maneuvers resulted 
in d- even though peak angles of attack of the order of 70' were 
reached. See Figure 139. 
These maneuvers w i t h  flaps up further substantiated the conclusion 
ob- in the previous section, namely, that the airplane has a high degree 
of departme resistance. 
Centerline Tank 
The majority of testing w i t h  the centerline tank was done in this 
configuration. bst maneuvers t~ere f l m  w i t h  flaps selected "full down" 
(24O/2Oo) , or ''mnew." Initially, sQiis and wihd-up turns e r e  performed 
follatRd by level, decelerating, 3-g turns. cbily af t  stick control inputs of 
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3 seconds or less duration were applied. 
mmewers indicated a significant improvemnt i n  resistanoe b departure and 
spin. 
W y s i s  of the data from these 
As an indication of the improved characteristics w i t h  the centerlie 
tank, an overlay of ~ ~ ~ ~ u v l e r s  flm with and Without the Shark nose/W44 LEX 
maneuvers is ShCkJn i n  Figure 140. In i t ia l  conditims and con-1 inputs were 
identical for both z~neuvers. U m e d  yaw oscillations are not pesent  
in the Shark nose maneuver even though fu l l  nose up stabilizer deflection MIS 
sustained longer. 
Continuing the testing, a series of l-g stalk and varying speed 
d - u p  ~ U ~ A S  rn flclwn. A f t  stick and rudder misapplications  ere app~led t~ 
agqrava+W the aeparture. No amparable maneuvers had been tKrfarmed w i t h  the 
ce~tuiine tank loading during the spin testing of the mmdified aircraf t  
since departures m i s t e n t l y  wre  generated during low energy maneuvers 
without aggravated rudder misapplications. Maneuvers performed on this 
f l ight  with the Shark nosem44 LEX Ilodification demnstrated a high level of 
resistance to loss of control similar to the hparture resistance of the F-5E 
in a clean (no centerline store) configuration. A mild departure was 
experienced f m  a hi* energy decelerating wind-up turn; haever, a m a t  
of this m u w r  s b d  no departure tendency. 
Higher energy manemrs concluded testing with this configuration 
and these included high load factor level decelerating turns w i t h  flaps set 
a t  "nmneuver." The f i r s t  two maneuvers, the 3-g and 4-g level decelerating 
turns, performed with smoth fu l l  a f t  stick, had departed the production-nose 
airplane. W i t h  this shark nose amfiguration, no departures occurred. The 
speed decreased with angle of attack not exceeding 35O and yaw rate not 
exceeding 12O/sec. AII overlay of these two manewers 00mpared with the 
corresponding production nose maneuvers is shown in Figures 141 and 142. 
These shaw angle of attack, yaw rate, and horizontal stabilizer position. 
&meuver three was a repeat of m w e r  b~ but w i t h  the t u rn  direction to the 
r ight  instead of to the l e f t .  mis tint? a departure was experienced w i t h  the 
sirplane nose slicing out of the turn a t  approximately 23' angle of attack. 
Nl nose up horizontal stabilizer w s  never reached. Imnediate recovery 
was obtained as a f t  stick was released. Marewers four and five w?re stick- 
fixed rudder ro l l s  initiated frm 15' and 20° angle of attack w i t h  no departures. 
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T k  peak angle of attack reached was 38' during meuver five. A 1-t of 
marrewer three again depart& to the outside of t k  tun but was milder, w i t h  
the peak angle of attack reaching 31°. The final maneuver, a repeat of the 20° 
angle of attack stick fixed ndder roll produced a departurr: and oscillatory me- 
turn spin. &cowry fran the spin was rapid with forward stick and aileron in 
the spin direction. 
Only tm l ~ n e w e r s  were flown with this configuration and both 
resulted in mild deprtums. The f i r s t  was a l-g stall and the second a 2-g 
accelera- stall, both manews being perfarmed with smoth application of 
full a f t  s t i d  for 3  second^. Angles of attack of 43O and 34O, respectively, 
vere obtained w i t h  mild uncammded yaw rates developing. 
FLIGHT TEST SUMMARY 
The shark nose amfiguration conclusively s h a d  during fl ight testing 
that the asymnetric aerdynamic forces and mmnts generated by long, slender 
forebodies can be attenuated by proper forebody design. The wt severe 
control misapplications whicfi produced departures and spins during the F-5E 
and F-SF Spin susceptibility Fl ight  Test programs were repeated with the 
aircraft  mAified with the Shark nose, and only one oscillatory, one turn spin 
was obtained. 
a high energy, stick-fixed rudder ro l l ,  a maneuver which could not be flm 
With the production nose configuration due to the almost 100% chance of spinning 
the airplane. A cmplete sumnary of those maneuvers which produced departures 
and spins fran production nose and Shark nose testing is shown in Tables 6, 7 ,  
and 8. 
Figure 143 i l lustrates the ccaparison between the flight test gross maneuver 
boundaries and the analytical --turn spin entry bundaxy. The asyMnetric 
nature of the production F-5F spin resistance seems to  be confirmed by the 
flight test results as is the symnetric n a m  of the Shark nose data. 
This spin occurred w i t h  the centerline tank configuration during 
The table s are produced for the configurations and c.g. 's tested. 
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Highlights of the Shark mse f l ight  test program are as follaws: 
lkmased -/spin resistance 
(could not find spin entry window) 
Positive reaclvery f r a n  high angles of attack 
I n p e  inverted aeparture characteristics 
InCreasd CL (W44 LEX) 
(always responds to farward stick) 
Canfiguration (departure milder than production nose mnfiguration) 
TMX 
Enhaxed "heads-out-of-cockpit" A m  capability 
(remves 29 unit angle of attack restrictianl 
~aterdl/directiana~ c!aracteristics above 20' are 
catparable to the F-5A 
Increased departure/spin resistance 
(muver mt be aggravated) 
Positive departure/spin recovery 
(better than basic F-5F) 
Basic j 
C.L. Tank 
Qnf iguration 
3u 
CONCLUSIONS 
A cmprehensive huestigation of the F-5F high anqle-of-attack character- 
istics was conducted. This investigation included -11 scale, lcrw-rz_need 
wind tunnel testing, an analytical prediction of the aeparture arrl spin resist- 
ance using nonlinear six degree of freedm s d a t i o n ,  and full-scale f l igh t  
testing of the aircraft incorporating a modified forebody and LEX geometry. 
me follawing conclusions are the resuit of this investigation: 
Positive static directional stability a t  post-stall 
angles of attack on the F-5F is due to a unique orientation 
of the patterns of the forebody when the aircraf t  is 
sideslipped. M s  unique orientation is a strong function 
of the forebody cross-sectional shape. 
A t  extrem? post-stall angles of attack and a t  zero sideslip, 
this forebody vortex system becaws asymnetric and is 
responsible for 1-2 side forces and yawing m t s  a t  these 
conditions. These asymnetric forces and mts are aggra- 
vated by long slender forebodies and can becane large 
enough to daninate the aircraft  mtion a t  high an?: 's of 
attack. 
For a given forebody fineness ratio, nose geometry rodifica- 
Cons can be designed to significantly attenuate asymnetric 
yawing m t s  while maintaining the unique vortex orientation 
a t  sideslip which is responsible for providing good, pst- 
stall directional stabil i ty.  
Attenuation of the asymnetric yawing mmmts results in a 
significant inprovemnt i n  the spin resistance and recovery 
characteristics of the F-SF. 
bngitudinal s tabi l i ty  is sensitive to design changes in the 
airplane farebody and is highly dependent cn the angle of 
attack region of interest. The Shark nme had no effect  on 
longitudinal sta5ility below approxin~tely 25' angle of attack, 
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resulting i n  no change t;o llcxzmdl flying qcldlities.  em 
25' and 50° angle of attack, the Shark n o s  was destabilizing, 
resulting in an increase in t r i m  angle of attack for full up 
elevator. Above 50° angle of attack, the Shark nose resulted in 
an inprovemnt in longitudinal stability, contributing to the 
inpxwed lfecovery capability f m  high angles of attack 
aperienced in flight. . The Shark mse was found to be ccmpatible w i t h  radar performanoe 
requirermts, resulting in a naninal reduction in lock-on range. 
Farebody cross-sectional shape is of secooldary inportance an 
the F-5F h its inflmce on the radar performance. Prcblems 
associa- with incorporation of metal pitot heads and lightning 
protection devices into the radcm tend to be of primary 
inpo-. 
The addition of a large nose boam to the forebody of an aircraft 
can significantly alter the forebody rn-x system and, hence, 
the mall aerodynamics of the aircraft at high angles of 
attack. 
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TABLE 1. F-ZE/F GKPETRIC IATA 
WING 
HOBIZCNC& 
TAIL 
VEKTICAL 
TAIL 
SPEED 
BRAKE 
A R E A m  
(INCLUDING AILEKNS, FUIPS, 5.34-m2 OF 
FUSELAGE, AND MPOSED LEADING EDGE 
mrENSI(3N) 
AREABASIC (-1 
(INCLUDING m s ,  FLAPS, 5.34-m2 OF 
BUT EXQIUDING LEADING EDGE 
EXTBlSION) 
TAPEB RATIO - BASIC WING 
FSPECT RATIO - BASIC WING 
!3EEEBACK AT 25% CHORD 
AIRFOIL SECTION 
(SPAN: 8.13-m (26.66-ft) 
AREA KmL- IVCLUDmG 2.41-m' (25.97-ft') 
AREA- 
TAF'ERRATIO (EXFQSED) 
ASWCTRATIO ~ExposED) 
-BACK AT 25% CHORD 
AIRFOIL SECTION 
!3m?Ac.E fvmmENT TRAILING EDGE 
OF REELAGE 
2 18. 06-m2 (194.42-f t 1 
2 17. 30-m2 (186.25-ft 1 
0.19 
3.82 
240 
NACA 65A-004.8 
1.95-n? (21-ft2) 2, 
1.14-rn2 (12.3-ft , 
24: M36JN 
20 DOWN 
0.43-mZ (4.62-ft2) 
35O UP, 25O W 
18.50 UP, 14O DOWJ 
MODIFIED 
2 5.48-3 (59.0-ft 
3.07-m 
0.33 
2.88 
250 
NACA 65A-004 
F-5E 170 UP, 5; 
F-5F 20' UP, 5 DOW4 
3. 85-m2 (41. 42-ft2) 
0.25 
1.22 
250 
N?CA 65A-004 
IWDIFIED 
0.57-m'! (6. lO-ft') 
30° RIGHT, 30' TLTT 
2 
~~ 
0.60-m (6.42-ft') 
450 (REUTIVE To HPL) 
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TABaE 2. FSF' FLIGHT TEST AIR€'= 
M S  AND INEmIA clx8mmmsTICS 
ROIL, INEKTIA kg-m 2 (slug-ft 2 1 6,295 (4,640) 
PITCH INERI'IA kg-m 2 (slug-ft  2 ) 73,937 (54,500) 
YAW INEKTIA kg-m 2 (slug-ft2) 78,278 (57,700) 
18 (13) 2 PFODUX CF INEKTIA kg-m2 (slug-ft 1 
c.g. % E 12.0 
or 16.0 
I-TANK 
5,874 (12,950) I 5,976 (13,175) I .-- . - ..- - -- WEIGHT kg (lbs) 
6,376 (4,700) 
74,208 (54,700) 
78,468 (57,840) 
27 (20) 
12.0 
TABLE 3. F-SE/I' SPIN TEST SUMMP.RY 
F-5E  
Clean  Configuration 
C.L. Tank 
F-5F  
Clean Qnfigaation 
C.L. Tank 
299 32 5 4 
45 8 1 0 
170 15 3 1 
2 2 0 0 
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m-m 
s7 
S8 
S9 
M 67 
s11 
s10 
s12 
S13 
S14 
SAME 
SAME 
SAME 
SLIGHTLY BEmm 
bmsz 
BFlTER 
SLIGHTLY BFITER 
2 So-- 2' AQA 
BFlTER 
24O-59O AQA 
BETIER 
24'- AOA 
l 3 T E R  
24O-44' AQA 
EEll'ER THAN S13 
I 
SIDESLIP = oo SIDESLIP f -loo 
WrrFlR ABOVE 
450 Am 
ErIERABovE 
46O AQA 
BE!ITER AKAE 
46O AOA 
SAME 
WE: - Each strake is canpared w i t h  base (production rose with  it*^ on/off) 
data. 
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mGHT 
No. 
421 
I1  
II 
II 
422 
I1 
I1 
II 
II 
423 
II 
II 
n 
I1 
II 
II 
II 
425 
n 
0 
n 
II 
II 
It 
426 
n 
11 
It 
II 
11 
427 
11 
II 
11 
II 
CrmN 
I1 
I* 
II 
CLFm 
n 
II 
I1 
II 
- 
?.G. 
3 E  - 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
I2 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12  
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 - 
- 
FIPS 
POSN - 
MAN. 
IP 
m. 
UP 
MAN. 
UP 
PAN. 
UP 
MAN. 
MAN. 
UP 
PAN. 
m 
PAN. 
rn 
mi. 
UP 
MAN. 
UP 
MAN. 
UP 
MAN. 
MAN. 
u? 
w. 
MAN. 
MAN. 
MAN. 
m 
MAN. 
MAN. 
MAN. 
MAN. 
MAN. 
m. - 
240-kt HUT il SEICS SMXYI'H F'AS 
240-kt WVT 10 SECS STlUI'H F'AS 
310-kt WVT 1 4  SECS 93XTl-l FAS 
310-kt WUT 2% SECS SMXYI'H F'AS 
L-g STALL 15 SECs FAS 
l-g SI7U.L 3 SECS FAS 
L-g STALL 3 SECS FAS 
2 ~ s r A u 3 s E c s F A S  
3-g LEmL DExzL 3 S E S  FAS 
343 LEVEL DECEL 3 SECS FAS 
240-kt WI' 3 SECS FAS 
240-kt WVT 3 S m  FAS 
2-g SI'ALL 3 SECS FAS 
2-g LEVEL DECEL 3 sM=s FAS & XJDDER FFU34 20: AclA 
240-kt WVT 3 SECS FAS & RlKKEFt FKM 20' AOA 
PziLGUp ABRuE*r FAS FKB4 150-ktS 
PULL-UP ABRUFT FAS FRCM 160-ktS 
PULGup AB- FAS FKN 160-ktS 
1-g STALI, ABRUFT FAS AT 25' AOA 32 SElCs 
pczL-UP ABRUPT FAS Fw3M 150-ktS 15 SEX3 
2-g LEVEL DM=EL 3 SECS FAS 6 
4-gLEVELECEL 1 SEC SPWTHFAS& 
4-g LEVEL DECEI, 3 S E E  
2-g LFVEL DEcEL 5 SDCS FAS & FuJDDEx FROM 2 0 ' m  
4 4 3 L E V E L D E C E L 3 ~ F A S & - F I E o M 2 0  Am 
RUDDER FX3l"l 20' AOA 
RUDER Fw3M 20' AOA 
FAS & 
RLJDm Fw3M 200 Aab 
4-g LEVEL DECEL 3 SECS SWI'H FAS 6r 
RLJDtER FROM 20° ACN 
240-kt WVT RUDDER AT 15O AOA FAS AT 180' A 4 
240-kt WI' RUDDER AT 15' AOA FAS AT 180' A 4 
FOR 1 SEC 
FOR 1 SEX: 
240-kt WVT FUJDDER AT 15' AOA FAS AT 180' A $ 
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mm 
No. - 
428 
I t  
n 
I1 
II 
n 
II 
II 
429 
n 
I 1  
II 
II 
I1 
430 
I1 
II 
I 1  
11 
II 
II 
431 
11 
II 
I1  
11 - 
II 
0 
I1 
I1 
II 
II 
I1 
CLEAN 
II 
II 
II 
I? 
II 
n 
II 
I1 
II 
I1 
II 
II 
I1 It 
II II 
11 II 
I1 
II 
- 
C.G. 
% E  - 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 - 
- 
mp9 
Pu5N - 
MAN. 
MAN. 
m. 
m. 
my. 
M. 
MAN. 
MAN. 
UP 
UP 
MAN. 
MAN. 
UP 
MA!. 
MAN. 
my. 
MAN. 
MAN. 
MAN. 
M?iN. 
my. 
MAN. 
UP 
MAN. 
UP 
UP - 
~ _ ~ _  
1-g SmLL 5 sms FAS 
24o-kt wr STICK FIXED RIJDDER FOIL rn 20 ACN 
240-ktW 5 SECS FAS 
240-kt h W  Sl'ICK FIXED RUDIXR T(DLc A!L' 15; ACN 
280-kt WT 5 SECS FAS 
310-kt W 5 SECS FAS 
280-kt WUl! STICK FIXED m L E R  FOIL A!l! 20' ACX 
310-ktW 5 SECS FAS 
l-g STAU 21 SECS FAS 
4-g DM%L 30° PIMI.FAS & RUDER Kl' 15 KIA 
2-g llEvEL DECEL F'AS & RUDDER AT 20° AOA FOR 
4-g ECEL 30° PITcH.FAS & IiuDDER AT 15O Am 
PULGUP .ABRUPT FAS Z'KBl 150-kts 
310-kt W?2 FAS & RUDER AT 200 MIA FQR03 SECS 
FOR 3 SECS 
3 SECS 
FOR 3 SECS 
3-g LENEL 6 SECS FAS 
4-g LENEL DMlEL % SEC FAS 
4-g  LEVEX, DXEL 6 SECS FAS 
4-g LEVEL DECEL STICK FIXED FtUDIXR RILL AT 
4-43 LEVEL DFCEL !3ICK FIXED W D E R  ROIL, AT 
15O px)A 
200 AOA 
4-g LEVEL DExml f SEC FAS 
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FIGURE 2 .  F-5F CLEAN CONFIGURATION 
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FIGURE 3 .  F - 5 E  CENTERLINE TANK CONFIGURATJON 
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FIGURE 4 .  F-5F CLEAN CONFIGURATION.ABRUPT FULL AFT STICK, 
FLAPS UP (Sheet 1 of 4 )  
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FIGURE 4 .  F-5F CLEAN CQNF1GURATION.ASRUPT FULL AFT S T I C K ,  
FLAPS UP (Sheet 2 of 4 )  
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FIGURE 4 .  F-5F CLEAN CONFIGURATION.ABRUPT FULL AFT STICK, 
FLAPS UP (Sheet 3 of 4 )  
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FIGURE 4. F-5F CLEAV CONFIGURATI0N.ABRUPT FULL AFT STICK, 
FLAPS UP (Sheet 4 of 4 )  
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FIGURE 5 .  F-5F CLEAN CONFIGUFAT1ON.EXTENDED 1-g STATIL, FLAPS 
MANEUVER (Sheet 1 of 4 )  
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FIGURE 5. F-5F CLEAN CONFIGURATION.EXTENDE3 1-g STALL, FLAPG 
MANEUVER (Sheet 2 of 4 )  
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FIGURE 5 .  F-5F CLEAN CONFIG!JRATION.EXTENDED 1-g STAL-J, FLAPS 
MANEUVER (Sheet 3 of 4 1  
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FIGURE 5 .  P-5F CLEAN CONFIGURATI0N.EXTENDED 1-g STALL, FLAPS 
MANEUVER (Sheet 4 of 4 )  
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FIGURE 6. F-5E CLEAN CONFIGURATION.1-g STALL, AFT STICK ALONE, 
FLAPS MANEWE2 (Sheet 1 of 5 )  
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FIGURE 6 .  F-5E CLEAN CONFIGURATION. 1-g STALL, 
FLAPS MANEUVER (Sheet 2 of 5) 
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FIGURE 6. F-5E CLEAN CONFIGURATION.1-g STALL, 
FLAPS MANEUVER (Sheet 4 of 5 )  
STICK ALONE, 
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FIGURE 6. F-5E CLEAN CONFIGURATION.1-g STALL AFT STICK ALONE, 
FLAPS MANEUVER (Sheet  5 of 5 f  
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FIGURE 7 .  F-5F CLE%N 
AFT STICK ALONE, 
CONFIGURATICN, 1-g STALL, 
FLAPS MANEUVER (Sheet 1 of 
a t  
4 )  
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FIGURE 7. F-5F CLEAN CONFIGURATIOh. 1-g STALL, 
STICK ALONE, FLAPS MANEUVER (Sheet 2 Of 4 1  
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FiGURE 7. F-5F CLEAN CONFIGURATION. 1-g STALL, AFT 
STICK ALONE, FLAPS MANEUVER (Sheet 3 of 4 )  
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FIGWRS 7 .  F-5F CLEAN CONFIGURATION. 1-9 STALL, AFT - STICK ALONE, FLAPS ElANEUVER (Sheet 4 Of 4 )  
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FIGURE 8. F-5E POST-STALL GYRATION WITH 
CLEAN CONFIGURATION (Sheet 1 of 5 )  Daamp?m 
OEEOorr- 
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FIGURE 8. F-5E P9ST-STALL GYRATION WITH 
CLEAN CONFIGURA:!ION (Sheet 2 of 5 )  
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FIGURE 8. F-5E POST-STALL GYRATION WITH 
CLEW CONFIGURATION (Sheet 3 of 5 )  
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FIGURE 8. F-5E POST-STALL GYRATION WITH 
CLEAN CONFIGURATION (Sheet 4 of 5 )  
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FIGURE 8 ,  F-5E POST-STALL GYRATION WITH 
CLEAN CONFIGURATION (Sheet 5 of 5 )  
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FIGURE 9.  F-5F ERECT POST-STALL GYRATION WITH 
CLEAN CWFIGURATION (Sheet  1 of 4 )  
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FIGURE 9. F-5F ERECT POST-STALL GYRATION WITH 
CLEAN CONFIGURATION. (Shee ,  2 of 4 )  
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FIGURE 9. F-5F ERECT POST-STALL GYRATION WITH 
CLEAN CONFIGURATION (Shee t  3 of 4 )  
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FIGURE 9. F-SF ERECT POST-STALL GYRATION WITH 
CLEAN CONFIGURATION (Sheet 4 of 4 )  
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FIGURE 13. F-SE/F FOREBODY FINENESS RATIO COMPARISON 
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FIGURE 1 4 .  F-5A AND F - S E / F  COMPARISON OF AERO ASYMMETRIES 
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FIGURE 16. F-5F FOREBODY VO3TEX PATTERNS 
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FIGURE 2 7 .  F-5F CLEAN CONFIGURATION. EFFECT OF NCSE 
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FIG'JRE 3 2 .  F-5F CLEAN CONFIGURATION. EFFECT OF 
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FIGURE 34. F-5F CLEAN CONFIGURATION. EFFECT OF 
NOSE RADIUS AT .;ERO SIDESLIP, 
PITCHING MOVXNT DATA 
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FIGURE 35. F-5F CLEAN CONFIGURATION. EFFECT OF NOSE 
RADIUS AT - l o o  SIDESLIP, LAT/DIR DATA 
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FIGURE 36 .  F -5F  CLEAN COKFIGURATION. EFFECT OF 
NOSE RADIUS AT -10' S I D E S L I P ,  
PITCHING MOPLENT DATA 
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FIGURE 38. F-5E RECONNAISSANCE NOSE CONFIGURATION (RECCE) 
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FIGURE 39. F-5F CLEAN CONFIGURATION. COM2ARISON OF PRODUCTION 
AND RECCE NOSE AT ZERO S I D E S L I P ,  LAT/DIR DATA 
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FIGURE 4 1 .  F-5E' CLEAN CONFIGURATION. COMPARISON OF PRODUCTICN 
AND RECCE NOSE AT ZERO S I D E S L I P ,  L I F T  AND PITCH DATA 
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FIGURE 42. F-5F CLEAN CONFIGURATION. COMPARISON OF 
PRODUCTION AND RECCE NOSE AT 
-10" SIDESLIP, LAT/DIR MTA 
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FIGURE 43. F-SF CLEAN CONFIGURATION. COMPARISON 
OF PRODUCTION AND RECCE NOSE AT -IO@ 
SIDESLIP, PITCHING MOMENT DATA 
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FIGURE 4 4 .  F-SF CLEAN CONFIGURATION. COMPARISON OF 
PRODUCTION Ah9 RECCE NOSE AT 
-10' SIDESLIP,  LIFT AND PITCH DATA 
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FIGURE 47. F-SF STRAKE S8 GEOMETRY 
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FIGURE 48. F-SF STRAX€ S8 AND S9 GEOMETRY 
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FIGURE 4 9 . .  F-5F STRAKE S1O GEOMETRY 
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FIGURE 50. F-5F STRAKE S11 GEOMETRY 
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FIGURE 51. F-SF STRAKE S12 AND S13 GEOMETRY 
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FIGURE 52. F-SF STRAKE S14 GEOMETRY 
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FIGURE 53 .  F-SF CLEAN CONFIGURATION. EFFECT OF PITOT 
BOOM i4 AT ZERO SIDESLIP, LAT/DIR DATA 
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FIGURE 54. F-SF CLEAN CONFIGURATION. EFFECT OF PITOT 
BOOM i4 AT ZERO SIDESLIP, LIFT AND PITCH DATA 
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FIGURE 55. F-5F CLEAN CONFIGURATION. EFFECT OF PITOT 
BOOM 14 AT ZERO SIDESLIP, PITCHING MOMENT DATA 
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FIGURE 56 .  F-5F CLEAN CONFIGURATION. EFFECT OF STRAKE S7 AT 
ZERO SIDESLIP, LAT/DIR DATA 
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FIGURE 5 7 .  F-SF CLEAN CONFIGURATION. EFFECT OF 
STRAKE S7 AT ZERO SIDESLIP, 
LIFT AND PITCH DATA 
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FIGURF 58. F-SF CLEAN CONFIGURATIOY EFFECT OF 
STRAKE S7 AT ZERO SIDESLIP, 
PITZHING MOMENT DATA 
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FIGURE 59.  F-SF CLEAN CONFIGURATf3N. EFFECT OF ST3AKE S7 AT 
-ioo SIDESLIP, LAT/DIR DATA 
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FIGURE 60. F-59 CLEAN CONFIGURATION. EFFECT OF STRAKE 
AT -10 SIDESLIF. LIFT AHD PITCH DATA 
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FIGURE 61. F-SF CLEAN CONFIGURATIOK. EFFECT OF' 
PITCEIGG MOMENT DATA 
STRAKE S7 AT -loo SIDESLIP, 
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FIGURE 62. ?-SF CLEAN CONFIGURATION, EFFECT OF 
STRAKE S7 ON INCREMENTAL Cn AND Cm 
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FIGURE 6 3 .  F-5F CLEAN CONFIGURATION. EFFECT OF STRAKES 
M63, S8 AND S9 AT ZERO SIDESLIP, LAT/I;IR DATA 
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FIGURE 64. F-SF CLEAN CONFIGURATION. EFFECT OF STRAKES 
MG3, S8 AND S9 AT ZERO SIDESLIP. L I F I  AND PITCH DATA 
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FIGURE 65. F-SF CLEAN CONFIGURATION. EFFECT OF STRAKES 
M63, S8 AND S 9  AT ZERO SIDESLIP, PITCHING MOMENT DATA 
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FIGURE 66. F-5F CLEAN CONFIGURATION. EFFECT OF STRAKES 
M63, S3 AND S9 AT -loo SIDESLIP, LAT/DIR DATA 
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FIGURE 67. F-5F 
M63, S 8  AND E9 
CLEAN SONFIGURATION. EFFECT OF STRAKES 
AT -10 SIDESLIP, LIFT AND PITCH DATA 
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FIGURE 68. F-5F CLEANoCONFIGURATION. EFFECT OF STRAKES 
M63, S8 AND S9 AT -10 SIDESLIP, PITCHING MOMENT DATA 
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FIGURE 7 1 .  F-5P CLEAN CONFIGURATICN. EFFECT OF STRAKE 
S11 AT ZERO SIDESLIP,  LIFT PiND PITCH DATA 
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FIGURE 7 2 .  F-5F CLEAN CONFIGURATICIN. EFFECT OF S T W E  
S11 AT ZERO S I D E S L I P ,  PITCHING MOMENT DATA 
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FIGURE 73. F-5F CLEANoCONFIGURATION. EFFECT OF 
STRAKE S11 AT -10 SIDESLIP, UT/DIR DATA 
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FIGURZ 74. F-5F CLEAN CO~~FIGURATION. EFFECT OF STRAKE 
SI1  AT -IOo SIDESLIP,  LIm AND PITCH DATA 
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FiC’,RE 75. F-5FoCLEAN CONFIGURATION. EFFECT OF STRAKE 
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FIGURE 76. F-5F CLEAN CONFIGURATION. EFFECT OF STRAKE 
S11 ON INCREMENTAL Cn AND Cm DUE TO -loo S I D E S L I P  
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FIGURE 77. F-SF CLEAN CONFIGURATION. EFFECT OF STRAKES 
SlO, S12 AND 513 AT ZERO SfDESLfF, LAT/DIR DATA 
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FIGURE 78. F-5F CLEAN CONFIGURATION. EFFECT OF STRAKES 
S10, S12 AND S13 AT ZERO SIDESLIP, LIFT AND PITCH DATA 
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FIGURE 79. F-5F CLEAN CONFIGURATION. EFFECT OF STRAKES 
S10, S12 AND S13 AT ZERO SIDESLIP, PITCHING MOMENT DATA 
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FIGURE 80. F-5F CLEAN CONFIGURATION. EFFECT OF STRAKES 
SlO, S12 AND S13 AT - loo SIDESLIP,  LAT/DIR DATA 
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FIGURE 81. F-5F CLEAN CONFIGURATION. EFFECT OF STRAKES 
S10, S12 AND S13 AT -10' SIDESLIP, LIFT AND PITCH DATA 
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FIGURE 82. F-SF CLEAN CONFIGURATION. EFFECT OF STRAKES 
SlO, 512 AND S13 AT -10' SIDESLIP, PITCHING MOMENT DATA 
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FIGURE 84 .  F-5F CLEAN CONFIGURATION. EFFECT OF STRAKES 
S13 AND S14 AT ZERO SIDESLIP, LAT/DIR DATA 
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FIGURE 86. F-SF CLEAN CONFIGURATION. EFFECT OF STRAKES 
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FIGURE 94 .  F-SF CLEAN CONFIGURATION. COMPARISON OF 
PRODUCTION AND SHAM NOSE B29 AT 210° 
SIDESLIP, I.AT/DIR CATA 
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FIGURE 36. F-5F CLEAN CONFIGURATION. COMPARISON OF 
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FIGURE 120. F-SF CLEAN CONFIGURATION. EFFECT OF FLIGHT 
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FIGURE 136. F-SF CLEAN CONFIGURATION. E m D E D  l-g STALL 
(Sheet 4 of 8)  
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